Title: Facia Crash Pad.

Reason: To recommend an approved Service fix to retain extreme forward ends of crash pad trim, BUT ONLY in the event of peeling.

Parts Required: B050 B 6209Z Windscreen Internal Trim 2 x 4 in. (10 cm.) lengths.

Action: Where complaints of this nature are received, proceed as follows:

1. Turn back the lifted edge of the trim, and remove all traces of old adhesive.
2. Using a suitable adhesive (see Section 'B' of Workshop Manual), secure the trim in its original location, pushing as far forwards as possible. Remove surplus trim with a sharp knife.
3. Using the illustration as a guide, insert the pieces of windscreen internal trim at the extreme ends of the Lower internal windscreen flange, pushing fully into place with the fingers. The 'U' section of the pieces of trim, pass over the flange, thus securing the crash pad trim.